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AutoCAD has many common features shared with
other CAD packages. The user interface is based on
windows, with the desktop viewed through a
perspective viewport. The tools for drawing, editing,
and annotating are provided through a tool palette,
in which the selection of a tool is indicated by a tool
tip. AutoCAD is a vector-based CAD program in
which lines and curves are not composed of only
points. Rather, a line is a vector that contains a point
and direction. Curves can have points and be spline
paths, as well as be composed of straight lines.
AutoCAD 2015 has the ability to draw a 2-D curved
spline, which is used to model non-linear objects
such as waves or hearts. In 3-D space, surfaces are
not composed of points. Rather, they are composed
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of meshes of line segments, connected by surface
edges. The design of AutoCAD comes in two forms:
drafting, and creating a model. The drafting view is
primarily used to create a 2-D drawing from an
idea. It has no visual hierarchy, and it allows for two
lines to be joined together to create a closed area.
The model view of AutoCAD is used to create a
hierarchy, and to establish areas. The model view
does not have any restrictions on how the geometry
can be composed, with only the top level of the
model restricted to be in the drawing area. The user
can add new levels as required, and levels can be
exported to other software such as.dwg or.dxf. The
user can also save and load models and work with
them as they see fit. The AutoCAD software suite
has become increasingly powerful over the years,
and has achieved an average market share of over
65% of all CAD tools for 2018. Most recent
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versions have additional features to allow users to
create 2-D drawings directly in the cloud, and have
also increased functionality for modelling in the
cloud. Other features include a user-friendly
interface, the ability to create surfaces that can be
used as flexible shapes that can be manipulated, the
ability to edit with a pen in the palm of your hand,
and the ability to create 3D models directly in the
cloud. There are several competing products such as
AutoCAD LT, which is a free product with basic
functionality for creating 2-D drawings, and Revit,
which is a commercial program. AutoCAD LT does
not support 2

AutoCAD Crack+ Download For Windows

Windows automation: the "AutoCAD 2010
Automation Environment" (Ace) is used by many
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third-party application and components. A number
of commercial and freeware automation products
are available for AutoCAD. It is used by many of
the newer CAD applications. AutoCAD also
supports the use of.NET automation: a subset of
Microsoft's.NET Framework and Visual
Studio.NET. AutoCAD added the ability to create
plug-ins, which are free add-ons that allow users to
extend AutoCAD features. Data transfer AutoCAD
uses the R12/R13 or the "Unicode R12 format"
(UTF-16 LE) for text. R12 files can also use the
Unicode 12/13 or UTF-8 or Unicode 16/16 Little
Endian formats. The R13 file format supports the
Unicode R13 format (UTF-16 LE with BOM), in
which the UTF-8, Unicode 12/13 and Unicode
16/16 Little Endian formats are equivalent. R13
files can also use the Unicode 16/16 Big Endian
format. At the time of AutoCAD's introduction in
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1987, the ASCII format was the dominant format
for transferring data among CAD systems.
However, ASCII was unable to support any Unicode
characters, the most common type of text in
computer use today. ASCII was also unable to
accurately store scientific data in scientific notation.
AutoCAD introduced the capability to create native
Unicode text and numeric formats, such as UTF-16
with BOM and UTF-8, and have the data encoded
and stored using one of the three forms of UTF-16,
UTF-8 or UTF-16/16/LE, and UTF-8 and
UTF-16/16/BE as the native formats for all data
types. The Direct Scripting Interface (DSI) allows
users to call programming code from within
AutoCAD by calling the method, and when
executed, causes the method to execute. R12 files
are typically edited with text editors such as
Notepad and Notepad++. With the exceptions noted
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below, R13 files are typically edited with text
editors such as Microsoft Notepad++ and UltraEdit.
A basic rule of thumb is that the larger the file, the
more time it takes to open and save the file.
AutoCAD users should be aware that saving large
files may cause AutoCAD to be sluggish when
opening or creating files. This happens because
Auto a1d647c40b
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What's New in the?

Drawing and Dimensioning tools work hand in
hand. The new feature Matrix Design simplifies the
process of drawing detailed, accurate layouts.
(video: 1:18 min.) Drawing tools now show the
exact size in the drawing. (video: 1:29 min.)
Automatic text wrapping in a drawing window.
(video: 1:29 min.) Drafting and Documentation
tools: Enhanced command line, with many new
commands, options, and keyboard shortcuts.
Drafting and Documentation tools now include
editing and graphical tools for grid placement,
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displacement and dash placement, and
dimensioning. Drafting and Documentation tools
now include editing and graphical tools for editable
linetypes, labels, and text styles, and arrowheads,
which lets you create callouts. (video: 1:15 min.) An
easy-to-use and highly responsive command-line
tool for creating, editing, and exporting drawings.
(video: 1:16 min.) An easy-to-use tool for creating,
editing, and exporting drawings. (video: 1:16 min.)
Ribbon interface for commands and operations,
with many new commands, options, and keyboard
shortcuts. Overview: Drawing tool enhancements:
Enhanced brush system. Choose a new dynamic
brush for a precise, clean result. Choose a new
dynamic brush for a precise, clean result. Detailed
brush controls. Automatically clean up the brush by
edge, layer, and transparency. (video: 1:18 min.)
Automatically clean up the brush by edge, layer, and
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transparency. (video: 1:18 min.) New built-in
brushes. Choose from a variety of new brushes,
including coins, perspective, and vinyls. (video: 1:19
min.) Choose from a variety of new brushes,
including coins, perspective, and vinyls. (video: 1:19
min.) New brush effects. Create custom brushes in a
variety of colors, styles, and strokes. (video: 1:19
min.) Create custom brushes in a variety of colors,
styles, and strokes. (video: 1:19 min.) New undo
system. Undo changes within a drawing as soon as
you make them. Undo changes within a drawing as
soon as you make them. Improved auto-complete.
Auto-complete has been improved to give you the
proper command name. Auto-complete
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP Processor:
Dual Core CPU Memory: 1 GB RAM DirectX:
Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 2 GB available space
Additional Notes: For an experience closest to the
original, we recommend using an actual controller
(controller information available here).
Recommended: Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 2
GB available
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